ARTIST PORTFOLIO
Gina van der Ploeg

THE NEW VANGUARD
NEW DISCOVERIES | NEW WORK

For Berman Contemporary, it’s important to keep an eye out for artists with emerging practices –
it’s incredible how many talented visual artists, born and living in South Africa, we come across
during our visits to studios, exhibitions and graduation shows. ‘Making it’ in the world of art is a
matter of hard work, but there are also factors like luck, timing and exposure at play.
We are proud to say that, in 2020, Berman Contemporary has launched The New Vanguard, a
platform for artists with emerging practices, whom we believe could do with a little support. We
create possibilities for these artists to showcase their work in a professional gallery and during

curated group exhibitions and art fairs. We support them in applying for competitions and residency
programmes, and in developing an artist portfolio which will help them to capitalise on their talents.
The eight visual artists currently participating in The New Vanguard are: Amogelang Maepa, Odette
Graskie, Natalie de Morney, Nomfundo Mkhize,, Grace Mokalapa, Mbali Mthethwa and Gina van der
Ploeg. As always, many of these artists honed their skills at an academy, but a fair number of The
New Vanguard will be self-taught artists. From our perspective, each and every one of them deserves
the exposure. This might be the first time you hear of them, but it won’t be the last.
Of course, there is an element of self-interest for the gallery in creating The New Vanguard; we are
sitting front- row when it comes to the development and uncovering of new artist practices. We are
also hoping that some of these artists will continue developing until they can be fully represented
by Berman Contemporary.
We take a loose approach to defining what an ‘emerging’ practise is. Broadly speaking, these artists
are in the first 10 years of their career, but – above all – we are looking for artists who have a
singular voice, artists who have something to say about the world we live in, or how it is represented
by the medium they work in. It is not easy to stand out in today’s image-saturated reality, so they
must have an original voice to cut through all that visual noise. We are open to new talents who are
interested in developing themselves in the area of Contemporary South African Art and being actively
involved in their own professional development.
The artists are working in a large variety of media such as photography, ceramics, textiles, painting
and found objects. In preparation for their first group exhibition, opening in August, they will have
the opportunity to interact with each other and/or be involved in the curation of the exhibition.
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GINA VAN DER PLOEG
Gina van der Ploeg was born in Cape Town (b.1994), where she completed
her Fine Art degree with distinction at Michaelis in 2017. She has been
intrigued by the ritual of art making through textiles (an age-old “craft” that
undermines the idea of “fine art”), how our bodies become present in the art
we produce, and ways in which objects can elicit embodied responses from
people. In 2018, Gina completed a Religious Studies post graduate thesis
project that focused on an anthill ritual taking place in Limpopo and North
West to better understand how physical objects and landscapes and create
or affect the transcendent. Recently, she has found an intimate connection
with movement and embodiment through backstrap weaving; an act that
uses your entire body weight to separate the warp and create space for the
weft; a rhythm of cloth making that directly responds to your body.
Instagram @ginavdploeg_art

Grace Mokalapa was born in Soweto (1992), I have been interested in art and
fascinated by science. I went to Mondeor Primary school where I completed my primary
education. I developed an intense passion for drawing and painting and a curiosity in
astronomy and philosophy. I completed my high school education at Hoërskool die
Fakkel in 2010, and in 2011 I began to study visual arts at the University of
Witwatersrand. I graduated in 2015 with a BA degree in Fine Arts and later became a
recipient of the Studio Bursary at Assemblage Studios funded by the African Arts Trust. I
am currently working as an independent artist.
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ARTIST STATEMENT

These two pieces are the first woven on the
Japanese backstrap loom that my father and I
made during lockdown. The process of backstrap
weaving is one that uses your entire body.
Alternating, your weight and a strap around your
ankle separate the warp, creating space for the
weft. The width of the warp is limited by the width
of your body and thus the cloth becomes a kind of
bodily reflector.

Changes in tension and angle are influenced by
your back and waist and whether your left arm has
a stronger pull than your right. I use cotton and

linen scraps for both Everything is perfectly
straight and There’s an irony to ends. My making
process is underlined with the concept of
“mottainai,” a Japanese idea that translates as
“what a waste!” and results in sustainable reuse
that acknowledges the potential of the threadbare,
the stained, and the unravelling to be made into
something treasured. Here, the torn fabric pieces
and wayward threads draw attention to the process
and its imperfections while providing intimate
moments of the familiar, at times comforting, and
touch-inducing.
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ARTIST RESUME

Solo Exhibitions
2017

wear | we’re, Michaelis School of Fine Art, Cape Town

Group Exhibitions
2020

LABYRINTHINE, curator Els van Mourik, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg

2018

Phinda Kwakhona, Guga S’thebe, Cape Town

2018

Unstable, Stable Design Shop, Cape Town

2018

Johannesburg Design Indaba, Lisof School of Fashion Design, Johannesburg

2017

N.U.D.E. #5, GRAVITRON, Cape Town

2017

wear | we’re, Michaelis School of Fine Art, Cape Town

Exhibition Curation
2019

Retitled: Slavery and Freedom, Stellenbosch Museum, Stellenbosch

2019

Our Forefathers Built this Church. Vertel! Vertel!, Montagu Museum, Montagu

Art Fairs
2020

Turbine Art Fair, Berman Contemporary, Johannesburg

Residencies
2019

Elizabeth Clough Bursary (University of Cape Town) - travelled to Japan for 3 months to hike
(1 month), learn weaving (silk, wool, cotton, linen), spinning, and indigo dyeing with Toyomi
Harada and Bryan Whitehead.

Awards
2019

Inter-departmental Arnold Wynne Essay price for the best Honours project on a subject in the
field of social and/or political relations in the South African context

2017

Simon Gerson Prize for an outstanding body of work, Michaelis School of Fine Art

Education

2018

Bachelor of Arts in Fine Art, Sculpture (degree with distinction from Michaelis School of Fine Art)

2018

Honours Degree in Religious Studies (degree with distinction from the University of Cape Town)
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INSTALLATION PHOTOGRAPH | GINA VAN DER PLOEG

Gina van der Ploeg
There’s an irony to ends, 2020
Linen, cotton rags
55 x 60cm
ZAR 7,700.00 Including VAT

Gina van der Ploeg
Everything is perfectly straight, 2020
Linen, cotton rags, linen rags
190 x 18cm
ZAR 12,500.00 Including VAT
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Berman Contemporary is rooted in the growing understanding
of the cultural richness and diversity of South African
contemporary art. The gallery’s collection centres on a vibrant
group of artists living and working in South Africa.
Through studio visits, the gallery establishes connections to
artists from all walks of life whose unique artistic processes
celebrate their historical and cultural heritage and give voice
to their complex societal realities, evoking an active and
interpretative experience for the viewer.
Berman Contemporary was established to promote the work
created by these local artists. The gallery further aims to
establish a synergistic network between South African artists
and their global contemporaries, many of whom evidently
want to engage with the current South African art scene –
not only as observers, but as active analysts, experimenters
and contributors within this context and with this specific
audience in mind.

